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Summary
Objectives: Based on a basic concept of “Systems Life Science:
understanding life and disease as a unified system”, we move
forward in research, empirical implementation, and making
contributions to healthcare policy.
Methods: We integrate bioinformatics and medical informatics for
identifying critical issues in biological science and solving medical
challenges with a concept of “Systems Life Science” which consists
of “Systems Evolutionary Biology” for basic science, “Systems
Pathology” for clinical sciences, and an empirical medical
informatics for future medicine.
Results: Our laboratory is an integrated laboratory consisting of a
computational biology group in the School of Biomedical Sciences
(SBS), a bioinformatics group in the Medical Research Institute
(MRI), and a medical informatics group in the Information Center
for Medical Sciences (ICMS) with a philosophy of “Empirical
Systems Life Science”.
Conclusions: Based on the philosophy of “Empirical Systems Life
Science”, we continue to forward our research, education, systems
implementations, and international standardization efforts. We
believe that this approach will become a fundamental and effective
way to uncover many of the secrets of life processes, and to help/solve
complex issues for future medicine in this post genomic era with
exceedingly rapidly growing amounts of -omics data and knowledge.
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1.   Basic Concept of our
Research
The recent explosive expansion of  data

and knowledge in the biomedical fields,

especially  relating to comprehensive

molecular information such as genomic,

proteomic and other kinds of “omics-

data”, makes informatics approaches

crucial in exploring and clarifying the

secrets of life as well as  their contri-

butions in resolving wide-ranged medi-

cal issues arising from clinical practice

and healthcare management. We have

been engaged both in bioinformatics

and medical informatics for identify-

ing critical issues in biological science

and solving medical challenges, from

the standpoint of a basic concept of

“Systems Life Science: understanding

life and  disease as a unified system”.

From this integrated concept, we have

moved forward in research, empirical

implementation, and making contribu-

tions to healthcare policy.

1.1   Basic Sciences: Systems
Evolutionary Biology

Considering life as an “evolving net-

work composed of biological mol-

ecules”, we explore the secrets of life

and  in an effort to move towards an

overarching theory for the  biological

sciences, which we  call  “Systems Evo-

lutionary Biology”.

1.2   Clinical Sciences: Systems Pathology
Based on the concept of “Systems Pa-

thology” based on much -omics back-

ground, we try to resolve issues arising

in medical science and clinical practice.

This concept is derived from the fact

that each disease can be seen as a kind

of system with a hierarchical aggrega-

tion of networks from the molecular

level to that of the individual organ-

ism. We believe that our concept of

“Systems Pathology: understanding a

disease as a system” can be a key theory

in helping develop molecular medicine

or personalized medicine.

1.3   Medical Informatics for Future
Medicine

We gather and combine all of our re-

search to make use of them practical

and effective as Systems Medical Infor-

matics. From the standpoint of policy

making and construction of the social-

infrastructure for better healthcare into

the 22nd century, we research and

implement socially-required medical

informatics technologies such as the

Electronic Health Record (EHR),

Ubiquitous IT for Medicine, global

interoperable technologies, database

integration, in cooperation with inter-

national standardization efforts at SDOs

like ISO/CEN/HL7. Prof. Hiroshi

Tanaka as president of Japan Healthcare

IT Initiative is responsible for policy
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found from mammalian or avian ge-

nomes with a few exceptions, showing

that the OR genes family in f ishes is

much more diverse than that in mam-

mals or birds. In mammals or birds,

group  genes are nearly absent in

f ishes, while four major group genes

present in fishes are completely absent

in mammals or birds. The expansion

of group genes  also occurs in frogs,

but frogs retain the group genes that

are abundant in fishes, indicating that

the frog OR gene family has both mam-

mal-like and fish-like characters. These

observations can be explained by  en-

vironmental change that organisms ex-

perienced after the divergence between

f ishes and tetrapods. This article ap-

peared on the cover of Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences of

the US[1,2], and was introduced in

Editor’s Choice in Science [3].

2.1.2   The Missing Link in the Evolution of
Hox Clusters

The goal of this research is to under-

stand evolution from the viewpoint of

computational systems evolution (sys-

tems evolutionary biology). We espe-

cially targeted  developmental systems:

e.g., the Hox signaling system. Hox

cluster has key roles in regulating the

patterning of the antero-posterior axis

in a metazoan embryo. It consists of

the anterior, central and posterior genes:

the central genes have been identif ied

only in bilaterians, but not in cnidarians,

and are responsible for archiving mor-

phological complexity in bilaterian de-

velopment. However, their evolution-

ary history has not been revealed

(missing link) (Figure 1). We showed

the evolutionary history of Hox clus-

ters of 18 bilaterians and 2 cnidarians

by using a new method, “motif-based

reconstruction”, examining the gain/

loss processes of evolutionarily con-

served sequences, “motifs”. We recon-

making, the introduction, and direction

of Medical IT in Japan.

Our laboratory is an integrated labora-

tory consisting of a computational bi-

ology group in the School of Biomedi-

cal Sciences (SBS), a bioinformatics

group in the Medical Research Insti-

tute (MRI), and a medical informatics

group in the Information Center for

Medical Sciences (ICMS) with a phi-

losophy of “Empirical Systems Life

Science”. Prof. Hiroshi Tanaka conducts

research and educations as Dean of Bio-

medical Science for the PhD program

in SBS in conjunction with MRI, and

as Director of ICMS.

SBS was established in 2003 and is the

only postgraduate school engaged in the

education and research of post genome

medicine in Japan. Students taking

courses of Biomedical Science PhD Pro-

gram attend lectures and  experimental

practice during the first 3 months, and

in the remainder of the program conduct

practical research in the interdisciplinary

area of medicine and bioscience. Re-

search at SBS is assisted and advised

not only by the staff of SBS but also by

the researchers in MRI and Institute of

Biomaterials and Bioengineering, Tokyo

Medical and Dental University (TMDU),

as well as by the staff of allied research

institutions outside TMDU. The num-

ber of the staff in SBS is far larger than

that of students. The curriculum is wide

and balanced, including the practice of

genetic engineering. The lectures and

practice cover both basic and advanced

topics so that students not majoring in

modern bioscience can also conduct

cutting edge research. We accept stu-

dents having an undergraduate educa-

tion in medicine, biology, bioscience,

chemistry, pharmacology, information

and systems engineering.

MRI was established in 1973 as an in-

tegrated research institute having 17

departments for dealing with issues in

the medical sciences. The current re-

search focus of MRI is to tackle issues

in medical science with a hope to con-

tribute to develop treatments for patients

suffering from intractable diseases.

These disorders include metabolic, neu-

rological, psychiatric, cardiovascular,

loco-motor, immunological, genetic,

infectious, and neoplastic ones.

ICMS was established in 1995 and is the

only information processing center hav-

ing a postgraduate school engaged  in

education and research in medical infor-

matics. Students taking the program of

Biomedical Information Science attend

lectures and have experimental practice,

and in the remainder of the program

conduct practical research in the inter-

disciplinary area of clinical practice,

information science, bioinformatics,

and medical informatics.

2.   Research and Education
Activities

2.1   Biological Science - Systems
Evolutionary Biology

2.1.1   Evolutionary Dynamics of Olfactory
Receptor Genes in Vertebrates

Mammals have over 1000 olfactory re-

ceptor (OR) genes, which form the larg-

est known multigene family. To under-

stand the evolutionary dynamics of OR

genes in vertebrates, we conducted a

phylogenetic analysis of all OR genes

identif ied from the genome sequences

of zebrafish, pufferfish, frogs, chicken,

humans, and mice. The results sug-

gested that the most recent common an-

cestor between f ishes and tetrapods has

at least nine ancestral OR genes, and

all OR genes identified were classified

into nine groups each of which origi-

nated from one ancestral gene. Eight

out of the nine group genes are still

observed in current fish species, while

only two group (  and ) genes were
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structed the evolutionary process of

central genes of Hox clusters which

leads to the explosive diversity of

bilaterian body plan. We identif ied the

acoela Hox cluster corresponds with the

missing link in the evolution of the Hox

cluster between the cnidarian-bilaterian

ancestor and the bilaterians [4].

2.1.3   Evolutionary Mechanism of Protein-
protein Interaction Networks (PIN)
The PINs in an organism contain many

fully connected sub-networks that are

evolutionary conserved (motifs). Con-

ventionally, PINs are thought to

emerge by the following evolutionary

mechanism: A randomly selected node

duplicates, a link connecting to the rep-

lica is removed with a (approximately)

constant probability, and a new link is

generated between the replica and a

randomly selected node. However,  this

model cannot explain the presence of

motifs correctly, because it produces

sparse sub-network structures. By as-

suming that a new link is generated be-

tween a replica and a target (hetero-

dimerization model), the presence of a

half of the motifs can be explained. This

implies that another mechanism must

exist. To uncover the mechanism, we

examined the functional similarities

among proteins and found that the pro-

teins showing high functional similari-

ties tend to be located two steps apart

in the PINs. We therefore assumed that

a new link is generated between a rep-

lica and its second neighbor and incor-

porated this mechanism into the con-

ventional model [5]. Numerical

analyses showed that our new model

could indeed reproduce the motif struc-

tures of PINs nearly completely. There-

fore, our second-neighbor model could

reflect the actual evolutionary mecha-

nism for the formation of PINs.

2.1.4   An Empirical Examination of the
Utility of Codon Substitution Models in
Phylogeny Reconstruction
Models of codon substitutions have

been commonly used to compare pro-

tein-coding DNA sequences and are

particularly effective for detecting sig-

nals of natural selection acting on the

protein. However, their utility in recon-

structing molecular phylogenies and in

dating species divergences has not been

explored. We applied codon models to

106 genes from eight yeast species to

reconstruct phylogenies using the maxi-

mum likelihood method, in compari-

son with nucleotide and amino acid-

based analyses [6]. The results show that

nucleotide-based analysis was efficient

in recovering recent divergences where-

as amino acid-based analysis performed

better at recovering deep divergences.

Codon models appeared to combine the

advantages of amino acid and nucle-

otide data and had good performance

in recovering both recent and deep di-

vergences. Although the computational

burden makes codon models unfeasible

for tree searches in large data sets, we

suggest that they may be useful for

comparing candidate trees.

Fig. 1   Systems evolutionary
biology to elucidate missing
link in Hox clusters’
evolution
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2.2   Medical Science - “Systems
Pathology” and “Omics Medicine”

2.2.1   Clinical Omics Database for Cancer

As a Japanese national project for criti-

cal issues [7], we are moving forward

to construct a “Clinical Omics Database

for cancer” having omics data such as

genomic data, transcriptomic data,

proteomic data, other omics data, and

clinical data in one integrated set.. This

database is annotated with network re-

lations resulting from bioinformatics

technologies like Data-Mining methods

and statistical  correlation analyses.

Signif icance of relating and combin-

ing omics data with conventional clini-

cal information is in  developing a “Per-

sonalized Medicine” as part of the new

post-genomic medicine age..

We believe that this database can be a

basis to move forward “Personalized

Medicine” and its transitional process:

“Translational Research” from the

standpoint of omics based “Systems

Pathology” (Fig. 2).

2.2.2   Education of “Bio-Omics-Medical
Informatics”
As a Japanese national project for hu-

man resource nurturing [8], we are pro-

moting the training of those  who can

contribute to  a”Bio-Omics-Medical In-

formatics” that is a multidisciplinary aca-

demic field consisting of bioinformatics,

medical informatics, biomedical statis-

tics, and clinical omics medicine.

In this post-genomic era, omics infor-

mation derived from many experiments

concerning the transcriptome, prote-

ome, and metabolome are accumulat-

ing rapidly and expected to reveal

mechanisms of disease, giving rise to

much novelty in medicine.

On the other hand, based on the con-

cept of systems biology, thenovel meth-

odologies assume diseases usually  re-

sult from multiple processes involving

hierarchically related networks at mul-

tiple levels, ranging from those inside

of the cell all the way up to the entire

individual organism.

The next generation of medical science

will be based on these contexts, and

omics information introduces a  para-

digm shift from conventional pathol-

ogy to whole-omics systems pathology.

In this context, for drug discovery and

novel medicine, it is essential to nur-

ture the talents of those who have abil-

ity to analyze/integrate/develop/under-

stand disease from the standpoint of

“Systems Pathology” based on clinical

omics information.

2.2.3   Empirical Systems Evolutionary
Biology for HIV
By analyzing the evolutionary process

of HIV in the patient body that received

a HAART (highly active anti-retroviral

therapy) with systems pathological ap-

proach, we try to predict prognosis of

AIDS therapy and to reveal drug-re-

sistance mechanism of it [9]. HIV evo-

lution in HAART patient is more com-

plex than that in ordinary therapy. We

have collected protease sample of HIV

in HAART patient for 3 years and ana-

lyzed them. We found that AIDS pa-

tients have plural virus subgroups regu-

larly in the body, and their composition

ratio varies according to variety of anti-

HIV drugs.

2.3   Medical Informatics for Future
Medicine

2.3.1 Ubiquitous Medical Informatics

To establish a totally computerized clini-

cal practice, not only are information

systems with network environments

needed,  but also hospital spaces them-

selves need to be computerized. Focus-

ing on compact distributed sensor and

electronic tag systems with mobile

communication technology, we promote

research to make operating rooms,

ICUs, hospital wards, outpatient depart-

ments, and home care environments

computerized as  medically intelligentFig. 2   Basic concept of systems pathology
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spaces. Our ubiquitous project is a part

of the Japanese national project [10].

2.3.2   International Standardization of
Biomedical Informatics Technologies
We are attempting to contribute  inter-

nationally  through promoting interna-

tional standardization at SDOs such as

ISO/HL7/CEN/IHE. Based on out-

comes from our research as part of Japa-

nese national projects, we have proposed

and have promoted international stan-

dardization at SDOs. Currently we are

promoting the Genomic Sequence

Variation Markup Language (GSVML)

with eight countries (US, UK, Canada,

Australia, Israel, Italy, Korea, Japan)

as an international leader [11,12].

GSVML is a data exchanging format

focusing on genomic sequence varia-

tion data and human health application

domains such as the gene-based medi-

cine and pharmacogenomics (Fig. 3).

GSVML is the first international stan-

dard in the clinical genomics domain.

GSVML can provide answers specif ic

to  the demands for making good use

of internationally accumulated genomic

sequence variation data resulting from

recent genomic research worldwide. We

believe that GSVML has the ability to

enhance  genomic sequence variation

data utilization internationally by pro-

viding a standardized platform for both

clinical and research applications. De-

veloping interfaces to HL7 and CEN,

we enhanced the ability of GSVML

[13]. Currently we are planning to ex-

pand an entry window for GSVML to

omics networks.

2.3.3   Biomedical Knowledge Processing,
Semantic Web Applications
Based on the concept of “Systems Pa-

thology”, we try to integrate clinical

ontologies and biological ontologies.

Clinical ontologies such as SNOMED-

CT and biological ontologies such as

Gene Ontology (GO) are not enough

to describe the multi-hierarchical net-

work knowledge existing in the whole

omics space [14]. Establishing practi-

cal omics ontologies and integrating

knowledge with data are urgent de-

mands, and they are also prerequisite

to establish -omics related EHRs. Based

on an interface analysis between

GSVML and SNOMED-CT/en13606

according to an information exchange

approach, we have analyzed the funda-

mental requirements for an integrated

ontology. This research is a basis of

planning a national integrated -omics

database project in Japan.

2.3.4   Translational Research Informatics
Translational Research Informatics

(TRI) is the essential informatics to

support the translational research (TR)

phase that is a part of the early clinical

trial phase.  TR is believed to be a key

pipeline for the success of -omics based

medicine. We have analyzed require-

ments of TRI and defined the required

informational technologies. In concrete

Fig. 3   GSVML as internatio-
nal standard of systems
medical informatics in clinical
genomics domain
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terms, the integration of data and

knowledge is the fundamental technol-

ogy, and the development of  knowl-

edge based prediction methods is the

principal approach to achieving safe and

eff icient TR [15]. Currently we are

engaged in Japanese national project to

establish TRI. We believe that TRI is

the critical informatics required for

omics-based medicine to become prac-

tically successful of in this post genomic

era, and we continue to work on it.

Summary and Conclusions
Over 20 staff and 40 graduate students

(about 20 master students and 20 PhD

candidates) are in our Laboratory, cut-

ting across SBS, MRI, and ICMS in

TMDU, pursuing many national

projects in multidisciplinary academic

fields. Based on the philosophy of “Em-

pirical Systems Life Science”, we con-

tinue to pursue forward our research,

education, systems implementations,

and international standardization ef-

forts. We believe that this approach will

become a fundamental and effective

way to uncover many of the secrets of

life processes, and to help solve com-

plex issues for future medicine in this

post genomic era with exceedingly rap-

idly growing amounts of -omics data

and knowledge.
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Fig. 4   Staffs and graduate students of our laboratory. The man in the center below is Prof. Hiroshi Tanaka and both sides of him are professors.
This photograph shows a part of Tanaka lab.
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